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About This Game

Remind yourself maintains a characteristic of suspence and horror where the story has a fundamental role and you must guess
because it has multiple endings.
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English

remind yourself nobody built like you you designed yourself lyrics. remind yourself bible. remind yourself about. how to remind
yourself posture. remind yourself en espanol. remind yourself to take a moment. remind yourself everyday quotes. remind
yourself overconfidence is a slow and insidious killer. remind yourself that overconfidence is a slow and insidious killer. remind
yourself daily. remind yourself significado en espaol. remind yourself this life is a test. remind yourself meaning in tamil.
remind yourself you are beautiful. remind yourself nobody built like you lyrics. how to remind yourself not to eat junk food.
remind yourself that. remind yourself of something. remind yourself it's okay not to be perfect quote. remind yourself to be
patient. remind yourself meaning. remind yourself uebersetzung. remind yourself. remind by yourself. how to remind yourself
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not to do something. please remind yourself. remind yourself quotes. how to remind yourself on iphone. please remind yourself

4 of the 5 screenshots on the store page are of the area you spawn in at the start & the 5th one is the first room you spawn into in
the second area which is where you realise you've paid $15 for a dark maze game. I already don't really care for maze games, I
like them even less in the dark (you get a flashlight which illuminates about 2 feet in front of you, it is barely tolerable). The
environments in the maze (that I ran around in for about 15 minutes before giving up because there didn't seem to be any
environmental clues as to which way I was meant to be going) were uninteresting, which is why I mentioned the store screenshot
selection at the start, I don't think there is much of interest in the rest of the game. The busted wooden floors, the lockers closed
& open, upturned tables were just repeated through corridors at random, so it all blended together into a blur of me not caring
anymore & waiting for the jumpscare to kill me. The Pineview Drive guys did a good maze in Obscuritas, it gave you
environmental clues so you could tell you were on the right track, it was subtle an unobtrusive but you had a clue, so you weren't
just getting moreu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665off at another corridor that looked the same. I triggered the
jumpscare about 5 times in the 15 minutes I played, the store says there is a story; I didn't find it. It also does the thing which is
worse than headbob where when you sprint it is more of a exagerrated drunken sway but while sprinting, that doesn't even sound
like a good idea for a camera when you write itt down, so I'm always surprised when I see it. Basically, $15 maze game, no.
*like the other reviewer says, if I've missed something, if there are clues & it isn't just nonsense maze running where I'll just
stumble on the story because of luck; then I'm happy to buy it again & experience it. I did refund it though.. This game is
definitely confusing.will it scare you? Yes YES IT WILL, but after awhile you are very confused as what to do.if you are going
in the right place? No clues at all.no clues, so it is a huge maze. If they update it or kinda tell you what you are supposed to do
then yeah it can be a great game. The jumpscares can only get you so many times.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98LtATU7N9I AT THIS MOMENT, I do not recommend it, but in the future very
possible.. This game is definitely confusing.will it scare you? Yes YES IT WILL, but after awhile you are very confused as what
to do.if you are going in the right place? No clues at all.no clues, so it is a huge maze. If they update it or kinda tell you what you
are supposed to do then yeah it can be a great game. The jumpscares can only get you so many times.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=98LtATU7N9I AT THIS MOMENT, I do not recommend it, but in the future very
possible.. ****************************************** UPDATE!! Dev failed to respond in a week to negative reviews
of a game after it was released. Either this is a scam as I reference below or the dev is incompetent. In either case, do not buy
this poor excuse of a game. I wouldn't buy it for $0.01. I got refund. ******************************************
"where the story has a fundamental role" There is little to no game options. Based on the limited options, grammar of the game
page and halfu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665game play, this strikes me as a foreign throw together in attempt to
only get money for 15 minutes of work. To the developer: If you feel this review is harsh and I have missed some crucial part of
the game that would change my mind, then please let me know. I will be hanging on to this game for another 2 days before
requesting a refund from Steam. You have until then to show me the error of my ways.. 4 of the 5 screenshots on the store page
are of the area you spawn in at the start & the 5th one is the first room you spawn into in the second area which is where you
realise you've paid $15 for a dark maze game. I already don't really care for maze games, I like them even less in the dark (you
get a flashlight which illuminates about 2 feet in front of you, it is barely tolerable). The environments in the maze (that I ran
around in for about 15 minutes before giving up because there didn't seem to be any environmental clues as to which way I was
meant to be going) were uninteresting, which is why I mentioned the store screenshot selection at the start, I don't think there is
much of interest in the rest of the game. The busted wooden floors, the lockers closed & open, upturned tables were just
repeated through corridors at random, so it all blended together into a blur of me not caring anymore & waiting for the
jumpscare to kill me. The Pineview Drive guys did a good maze in Obscuritas, it gave you environmental clues so you could tell
you were on the right track, it was subtle an unobtrusive but you had a clue, so you weren't just getting
moreu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665off at another corridor that looked the same. I triggered the jumpscare
about 5 times in the 15 minutes I played, the store says there is a story; I didn't find it. It also does the thing which is worse than
headbob where when you sprint it is more of a exagerrated drunken sway but while sprinting, that doesn't even sound like a
good idea for a camera when you write itt down, so I'm always surprised when I see it. Basically, $15 maze game, no. *like the
other reviewer says, if I've missed something, if there are clues & it isn't just nonsense maze running where I'll just stumble on
the story because of luck; then I'm happy to buy it again & experience it. I did refund it though.
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